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About This Content

This special pack contains exclusive items suitable for any pirate.

Pack Includes:

Permanent Officer Badge. This badge is permanent and will allow your pirate to sail a ship.

Permanent Labor Badge. This badge is permanent and allows you to take jobs at shops and play any labor puzzle on any
day.

30 day Parlor Badge. Play cards and carousing puzzles at yer local inn.

Permanent Black Savvy Crossbones Hat. This black hat is exclusive to this DLC and will never dust. The bandana will be
selected at random between gold, red, maroon, white, or blue.

Permanent Corsair blade. This sword is exclusive to this DLC and will never dust.

18 Rogue Marks. Rename yer ship using Rogue Marks.

1 Large Bottle of Whisks (45 swigs). Travel your known world more easily by magically teleporting to islands.

3 chart boxes. Obtain some charts to explore the ocean.
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1 bottle of weight loss concoctions (3 swigs). Turn yer pirate into a skelly!

Items can only be accepted by one Pirate on the account. Permanent badges, Savvy Hats, and Corsair Blades bind on acceptance.
Permanent badges offer a discount for any upgrade to a higher level badge. Items that bind or are permanent will bind to the

Pirate that accepts the items.
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Publisher:
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Been playing for a year and still enjoying.

first thing to note to enjoy all the features youth leagues, youth accadamies and friendly matches you need to pay a monthly
subscription but this a sub to play basis opposed to pay to win. it's a few quid a month to enjoy these features and i'd
recommend you do so

I love the game, but there's a learning curve with a MMO so you have to be patient, you also have to effect in any league there
are 20 other managers like yourself and only one can win.

You'll know within 2-3 weeks if you love the game or not, only thing to note you'll start in the lower divisions where they are
fewer active teams so you may have to wait a few months before you are regularly playing online teams. Not much of a
reviewer, but this game deserved one. It's alot of fun and quite alot of content and upgrades, aswell as a good number of
achievements which are a challenge to complete but not too hard to get them all. I loved it, and I hope others will give it a try
aswell!. i can't find how to get the legendary item,and the "Azar" Champion，that make me can't Complete my achievements list
，that fell terrible，and also we need chinese please~. Slice and dice home slice.

Pros:
Decent physics
accurate sword handling and slicing
4 enviornments
cool leader boards

Cons:
Serious waste of fruits
water gfx seem irrationally expensive on the hardware in two enviornments. Put that on the lowest (1080 ti for me) and super
sample it higher instead.
. This right here? This is what Mechwarrior Online should have been.. its old school game, this game make me sick "thumbs
up". This is one of the best VR experiences, comparable to the Lab. It has it all: Nice graphics, excellent hand interaction,
engaging game-play, surprising secrets, amazing atmosphere that can go from wonderful to scary and back in an instant while
feeling very natural. Also I never felt this powerful in any other VR game, truly awesome. And it is free. What more could one
want from it ? Nothing, besides to wish it was longer.
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Wildlife Park 3 is a great game for animal lovers, the missions arn't too hard and the freeplay lets you do what ever you want
with however much money you want. The game could use more animals or some expansions like in Wildlife Park 2. The
graphics and animations are pretty good while it can be quite weird seeing the people talk without moving their mouths. Overall
a pretty good game 8/10. Long loading screen

+steam trading cards. You know what this game needs? more players!

So play now! this game is fun! (for me). Got stuck at lvl 1 never played again lmao. Great Developer who is quick to respond
and patch any bugs when reported.

The actual game itself is atmospheric and in a common yet unusual setting for a horror game: an office complex. I like the idea
of being 'chased' for horror games and it works well enough here.

Obviously don't go in expecting a AAA title nor one that is going to last you a long, long time, but it's certainly worth the price
it's at right now.. Great game, even better if you grew up in the 70-80s. The amount of different characters you recognise that
you had forgot about is amazing. They have packed a lot of references in there. I won't name them as half the fun is recognising
them and shouting it out.
The game is an obvious clone of Paperboy but in my opinion it is much better and more fun to play. Plus you don't need a
bicycle controller to play it! I find it easier to play with a controller. Unfortunately the game does not support a controller but I
use Pinnacle to get around this. There are only 4 keys anyway so its not really an issue.
The difficulty level is spot on leading you to the feeling of "Just one more go" and one more go becomes 10 more goes etc...
Highly recommended at the full price.
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